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Introduction to Veterinary
Physiotherapy & Co-Operative
Care Training for your Dog.

www.provetphysio.co.uk
07821 055404

Presented by Emma Strachan Chartered Physiotherapist and Veterinary Physiotherapist. Co-Presented
by Katey Aldred Registered Veterinary Nurse, expert animal trainer and canine behaviourist.
Suitable for:
-

Veterinary professionals (CPD can be claimed)

-

Professionals that deliver canine related services
Handlers that compete
Pet owners

Date, duration, time
and Location

September 16th, 2.5 hours in duration

Cost:

Observer space: £30
Handler space: £40

9.45am for 10am start at St.Olaves village hall, Herringfleet road, St.Olaves,
Norfolk.
Space
available:

Observer space: 14
Handler space: 6, part 2 only

Part 1: Veterinary Physiotherapy:
Overview:
Content*:

*Please note content may
vary slightly

Learning Objective:

An introduction to Veterinary Physiotherapy for your dog with demonstrations.
Aspects of Veterinary Physiotherapy treatment tailored to meet the needs of
the assessment, treatment may include:
- Manual therapy
- Movement therapy
- Electrotherapy
- Proprioceptive enriched exercises
- Home exercise plan
To gain an insight and understanding into veterinary physiotherapy for dogs
and what an assessment and treatment plan can involve.

Part 2: Co-Operative Care Training
Overview:
Content:

An introduction to co-operative care training
- Markers and how they help
- Bucket game
- Targeting
- Use of luring
- Positions

Learning Objective:
Handler places:

To gain an insight and understanding into how training can aid with the
application of veterinary physiotherapy
Pre-Requisites:
- No known musculoskeletal or orthopaedic health conditions: this is not
suitable for dogs which need physiotherapy. Any dogs needing
physiotherapy will require a full assessment with a registered veterinary
physiotherapist
- Dog-to-dog friendly and human friendly – your dog will need to be able
to work within a hall environment around other dogs under observation
- Suitable to be crated – whilst waiting to for part 2 your dog must be
crated either in the hall, or in your vehicle during part 1 without
exception. You must supply your own crate.
- Clicker training knowledge would be advantageous but not essential
- The handler may need to work at a low level

Equipment needed:

-

High value treats
Water bowl
Food container with removable lid
A small blanket or towel
Cage or secure area in your car. Please note that dogs should not be left
in hot cars so you will need to plan for this eventuality
- Harness
- Training lead and normal flat collar
- Means to scoop poop
Equipment or methods not acceptable:
- Check chains
- Half check collars
- Flexi leads
- Stop pull harnesses
- Harsh handling

Booking:

All bookings and payments are taken in advance please visit
www.poochpaws.co.uk/bespokeevents.html to pre-book your place.
Refunds:
- If requested outside of the conditions listed below a refund minus £10
administration fee will be provided
- If requested within 28 days of the event 50% refund will be provided
- If requested within 14 days of the event no refund will be provided,
however you may sell your ticket to another suitable third party.

Additional:

Break scheduled between Part 1 and Part 2. This is an opportunity to exercise
your dog and chat to each other. Refreshments will be provided during the
break. Please provide your own snacks.

